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� I model the enforcement of cooperation when networks spread gossip relevant to punishment.

� Network structure matters for enforcing cooperation.
� Limited knowledge of network structure among the actors makes enforcing cooperation easier.
� Social sciences show real people have cognitive limits to network knowledge.
� Groups with imprecise network knowledge have an evolutionary fitness advantage.
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a b s t r a c t

Groups of individuals have social networks that structure interactions within the groups; evolutionary
theory increasingly uses this fact to explain the emergence of cooperation (Eshel and Cavalli-Sforza,
1982; Boyd and Richerson, 1988, 1989; Ohtsuki et al., 2006; Nowak et al., 2010; Van Veelen et al., 2012).
This approach has resulted in a number of important insights for the evolution of cooperation in the
biological and social sciences, but omits a key function of social networks that has persisted throughout
recent evolutionary history (Apicella et al., 2012): their role in transmitting gossip about behavior within
a group. Accounting for this well-established role of social networks among rational agents in a setting of
indirect reciprocity not only shows a new mechanism by which the structure of networks is fitness-
relevant, but also reveals that knowledge of social networks can be fitness-relevant as well. When groups
enforce cooperation by sanctioning peers whom gossip reveals to have deviated, individuals in certain
peripheral network positions are tempting targets of uncooperative behavior because gossip they share
about misbehavior spreads slowly through the network. The ability to identify these individuals creates
incentives to behave uncooperatively. Consequently, groups comprised of individuals who knew precise
information about their social networks would be at a fitness disadvantage relative to groups of indi-
viduals with a coarser knowledge of their networks. Empirical work has consistently shown that modern
humans know little about the structure of their own social networks and perform poorly when tasked
with learning new ones. This robust empirical regularity may be the product of natural selection in an
environment of strong selective pressure at the group level. Imprecise views of networks make enforcing
cooperation easier.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Groups of individuals have social networks that structure
interactions within the groups. Evolutionary theory increasingly
turns to the fact that social networks can constrain who
encounters whom to explain the emergence of cooperation
(Eshel and Cavalli-Sforza, 1982; Boyd and Richerson, 1988, 1989;
Ohtsuki et al., 2006; Nowak et al., 2010; Van Veelen et al., 2012).
However, social networks perform another evolutionarily
important function in groups of individuals: they transmit
gossip about behavior, an activity that occupies approximately
two-thirds of individuals' conversation time (Dunbar, 2004).
When considering the role of networks in the spread of infor-
mation, the relevant constraint becomes who communicates
with whom.

I model a group of strategic agents who use gossip that spreads
through their social network to identify and sanction uncoopera-
tive behavior via indirect reciprocity (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998,
2005; Wedekind and Milinski, 2000; Fishman, 2003; Mohtashemi
and Mui, 2003; Brandt and Sigmund, 2004). Accounting for this
function of social networks not only shows one mechanism by
which networks are fitness-relevant, but also reveals that knowl-
edge of social networks can be fitness-relevant as well. In fact,
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groups comprised of individuals who possess precise information
about their social networks would be at a fitness disadvantage
relative to groups with individuals who hold a coarser picture of
their networks.

Empirical work has consistently shown that modern humans
know very little about the structure of their own social networks
and perform poorly when tasked with learning new social net-
works (Bernard et al., 1980, 1982; Bondonio, 1998; Simpson et al.,
2011; De Soto et al., 1968; Picek et al., 1975; Freeman, 1992;
Kumbasar et al., 1994). This robust empirical regularity may be the
product of natural selection in an environment of strong selective
pressure at the group level. Imprecise views of networks make
enforcing cooperation easier.
1 While some argue that gossip may be a source of rapid agreement on a
player's reputation (Ohtsuki et al., 2009; Nakamura and Masuda, 2011; Ghang and
Nowak, 2015), with an attendant danger of manipulation through false gossip
(Nakamaru and Kawata, 2004; Nowak and Sigmund, 2005; Sommerfeld et al.,
2007), gossip has yet to be incorporated as the flow of information through links in
a social network or among strategic, forward-looking players.
2. Networks and the evolution of cooperation

Social networks research is premised on the recognition that
individuals have ties to some – often not all – others within a
group of interest, and these ties connote affinity, or frequent
interaction, or preferential treatment, or kinship, or a channel of
information, or a source of peer pressure, or possibly all of these.
Social networks structure relationships among individuals within
groups.

Social networks appear to have been a part of group structure
over long timescales (Apicella et al., 2012). Evolutionary theory
increasingly turns to this structure as part of the explanation for
the emergence of cooperation (Nowak et al., 2010): repeated
interactions with social contacts allow for direct reciprocity (Boyd
and Richerson, 1988), closed communities allow for indirect reci-
procity (Boyd and Richerson, 1989), and the ability to form lasting
associative connections fosters cooperation that persists over time
(Eshel and Cavalli-Sforza, 1982).

Key to these explanations is a set of interactions that are
structured – who encounters whom is limited and fixed (Ohtsuki
et al., 2006). However, as groups become more sophisticated,
complex and mobile over time, the structure may manifest itself
not in constraints on who encounters whom but on who commu-
nicates with whom. The more collaborative activities a group
undertakes, the more chances there are to encounter all others in
the group while communication about behavior in these encoun-
ters may be confined to social contacts. In a modern market set-
ting, for instance, members of a group may all have a chance of
transacting with any other, but the social network determines
whom they tell about their interactions.

The role of networks in information spread has been widely
recognized. In modern societies, social networks have been found
to structure communication relevant to finding jobs (Granovetter,
1973), learning about new agriculture technologies (Conley and
Udry, 2010), making financial decisions (Duflo and Saez, 2002),
making preventive health decisions (Rao et al., 2007), establishing
social collateral (Karlan et al., 2009), becoming aware of oppor-
tunities for gain (Larson and Lewis, 2016), and, frequently, gos-
siping about the behavior of others (Dunbar, 2004; Gluckman,
1963).

Some argue that language may have evolved to facilitate group
bonding (Dunbar, 1998), perhaps specifically to allow gossip as a
means of social control as group size became large (Enquist and
Leimar, 1993; Wilson et al., 2000). A host of non-evolutionary
models show that social sanctioning by peers can enforce coop-
erative behavior (Kandori, 1992; Greif, 1993; Fearon and Laitin,
1996; Dixit, 2004; Wolitzky, 2013; Larson, 2016), and experimental
subjects gossip in ways that ultimately support higher levels of
cooperation (Sommerfeld et al., 2007).

Standard models of the evolution of cooperation leave little
room for communication and gossip in the form observed among
modern humans.1 In these models, agents need know nothing
about the environment they are in, the game they are playing,
what individuals far away are doing, and they do not form a
forward-looking strategy. Such approaches generate elegant
explanations for the evolution of cooperation and its stability.
However, given the empirical role that social networks play in
spreading information, the utility of this information for sanc-
tioning strategies that are able to promote cooperation, and the
observation that evolution may also shape social networks (Api-
cella et al., 2012), a full understanding of the fitness implications of
social networks requires accounting for realistic gossip.
3. Network knowledge

The model below isolates a mechanism by which social net-
works bear on group fitness: groups of strategic actors use gossip
transmitted through their network to identify and punish non-
cooperators. Accounting for gossip in a strategic setting reveals a
surprising relationship between cooperation and network knowl-
edge: knowing less about one's network can make enforcing full
cooperation easier.

Limited network knowledge facilitates cooperation because
individuals occupying certain positions within a network can be
particularly tempting targets of misbehavior. Some are unable to
spread gossip about others' misbehavior widely and quickly, and
so misbehavior targeted at them is more difficult to sanction.
When everyone perfectly knows the full network structure, these
individuals can be perfectly identified and targeted. When instead
individuals possess a coarser, limited view of their network,
identifying the most vulnerable can be impossible, removing the
temptation to act uncooperatively.

The advantage of limited network knowledge helps make sense
of the robust empirical finding that modern humans know very
little about their own social networks despite making constant use
of them. Individuals perform consistently poorly when recalling
the structure of their own social networks and when retaining
information about new social networks (Bernard et al., 1980, 1982;
Bondonio, 1998; Simpson et al., 2011). People rely on a series of
imprecise compression heuristics to store the complicated object
in memory (Brashears, 2013; Krackhardt and Kilduff, 1999; De
Soto, 1960), recall networks with a high degree of error (De Soto et
al., 1968; Picek et al., 1975; Freeman, 1992; Kumbasar et al., 1994),
and assign low salience to the precise recall of links (Killworth and
Bernard, 1976; Brewer and Webster, 2000). Early human groups
would not have been much easier to keep track of since even the
smaller social groups of the Pleistocene had around 50 members
(Dunbar, 1992), yielding 2450 possible relationships.

The model below shows that precise knowledge of the network
structure can confer a fitness disadvantage on the group – limited
knowledge of the network makes enforcing cooperation easier,
often substantially so. This suggests that under multilevel selec-
tion (Pacheco et al., 2006; Chalub et al., 2006), in the presence of
high selective pressure at the group level (Bowles, 2006, 2009),
groups of individuals with a limited capacity to know and recall
the full network face an evolutionary advantage.
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4. Strategic social sanctioning

The model below considers a group of individuals who can
randomly interact but who share gossip with a constrained set of
others determined by their social network. Individuals use the
gossip to sanction misbehavior and enforce cooperation. When
someone misbehaves, others hear about it from their social con-
tacts, who spread the news to their social contacts, and so on.
Knowledge of misbehavior allows others to punish it; the threat of
this punishment can incentive cooperation. Specifically, an indi-
vidual's expectation that many others will learn about his misdeed
and punish him can incentivize him to behave cooperatively.

The approach follows the community enforcement literature
(Kandori, 1992) and others who have accounted for networks in
strategic play (Larson, 2016; Wolitzky, 2013). The game is not
evolutionary, but has implications for group fitness. The total value
experienced by the group is increasing in the number of coop-
erators and maximized under full cooperation. Given the distinctly
lethal character of inter-group competition among humans
(Bowles, 2006), this value can be thought of as group fitness.

Agents in the model use strategies that mimic strategies used
by real groups of individuals who turn to in-group policing and
threats of social sanctions to enforce cooperative behavior (Fearon
and Laitin, 1996; Miguel and Gugerty, 2005; Gugerty, 2007).
Moreover, a propensity to sanction uncooperative behavior is
strong in laboratory settings; individuals will sanction even at cost
to themselves (Fehr and Gächter, 1999, 2002). In the model,
sanctioning is incentive compatible and over-sanctioning must be
policed by peers. That cooperative behavior, including refraining
from antisocial punishment, can be sustained in equilibrium is
consistent with experimental evidence that subjects apply pun-
ishment in ways they believe to be consistent with norms shared
among their group (Ertan et al., 2009).

I compare two scenarios of knowledge that the individuals are
assumed to possess about the network in which they reside. The
first assumes that all individuals know their full network with
precision. The second (and more realistic) assumes that indivi-
duals know only a very coarse bit of information about the net-
work. In the former, any individual could calculate “if I behave
uncooperatively against i, exactly n people will know in the next
period, n0 people will know in the period that follows, n″ people
will know in the period that follows…” and so on. In the latter, the
coarsening is equivalent to knowing “if I behave uncooperatively
against anyone, roughly n people will eventually know.”

I show that coarse information about the network actually
makes enforcing cooperation easier, often strictly easier.
Fig. 1. The reach of messages by tþ1 when sent by player 1 (left) in t and player 8 (right)
quickly than gossip sent by player 1.
5. Model setup

Let N be a group with players f1;…;ng. Define an infinitely
repeated game G such that all players play one round of prisoner's
dilemma with an independently drawn random opponent each
period, so that the probability of interacting with a given other
player is 1

n�1 in each period. Nature reveals to each player only his
own pairing. Each round faces payoffs:

c d
c

d

1;1 �β;α
α; �β 0;0

 !

where α41, β40, and α�β
2 o1. Players discount future payoffs

with a common discount factor δo1.
Gossip within the group occurs according to a “communication

network” defined by the pair ðgN ;NÞ with n� n adjacency matrix
gN where gNi;j ¼ gNj;i ¼ 1 indicates a link between ia jAN. For sim-
plicity, I will refer to the network as “gN,” or simply as g when the
group identity is unimportant. Links in the networks are undir-
ected and unweighted.

In a standard setup with rational agents (as in Larson, 2016), all
individuals would be assumed to have common knowledge of
their network structure, which means all individuals would know
the set of nodes N and the full set of links among them, gN, and
would know that others know this, would know that others know
that others know this, and so on. This standard approach assumes
one of many possible network knowledge environments in which
individuals could be situated. I label it PRECISE since it entails all
agents knowing their network structure precisely, and compare it
to an alternate network knowledge environment defined below,
COARSE, in which agents know only a coarse description of their
network.

The communication network transmits relevant information
about rounds (clarified below). Actions are unobservable to indi-
viduals not party to the interaction. Information spreads truthfully
and deterministically through the network at a rate r¼ Degrees Spread

Rounds Played .
The general results hold when information spread is stochastic,
though require much more cumbersome notation. The appendix
explores the potential problem of manipulation through untruth-
ful gossip (Nakamaru and Kawata, 2004; Sommerfeld et al., 2007).
When r¼1, news about rounds spreads one degree, to the
immediate neighbors, before players are rematched and play
again. When r¼2, news spreads two degrees, from person to
person to person along links in the social network before the next
round, and so on (Fig. 1).
in twhen r¼1 in an example network. Gossip sent by player 8 reaches more people
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6. Strategies

Here I focus on in-group policing strategies that make use of
gossip and threaten to punish defectors for T rounds, where
punishment takes the form of capitulation (the actor being pun-
ished plays c while the punisher is allowed to play d, akin to
extracting a fine).2 These strategies are the rational agent analogue
to strategies with second-order norms like stern-judging (Pacheco
et al., 2006; Scheuring, 2010) and “Kandori” (Ohtsuki and Iwasa,
2007): they regard those who cooperate with “good” individuals
and defect against “bad” individuals as “good”, and those who
defect against “good” individuals and cooperate with “bad” indi-
viduals as “bad.”

The strategies rely on gossip spread through the network: they
are a mapping from messages received into actions. While others
have considered the role of gossip as a general source of coordi-
nation (Ohtsuki et al., 2009), here gossip is specifically a set of
messages sent by victims of misbehavior to neighbors in the net-
work who pass it along to their neighbors who pass it along and so
on.

Suppose that victims of misbehavior send messages to their
network neighbors about the offender, including the offender's
identity and the round in which the offense occurs.3 Strategies are
then a mapping from the content of these messages received into
the action set fc; dg.

Specifically, call Mi;t the set of individuals about whom i has
received messages by the start of time t about rounds that have
occurred since t�T . Then we can define an in-group policing
strategy profile σNWIGP on a network that maps Mi;t-fc; dg:

All players play c in the first round. Subsequently, all players i in
round t play c if matched with j=2Mi;t and d if matched with jAMi;t .
When player j plays player i and jAMi;t but i=2Mj;t , (i knows j
deserves punishment but not vice versa), j plays c while i plays d.
When j plays i and jAMi;t and iAMj;t (both know each other
deserves punishment), both play d.

Define the messages as follows: when i deviates from σNWIGP in
a round with in-group member j, j sends a message mj;i;t ¼ fi; tg to
himself and his neighbors which spreads through the network g at
rate r.

The appendix elaborates on the behavior prescribed by the
strategies both in and out of equilibrium. Incentives to deviate
depend on the number of others who receive messages from any
prospective victim and how quickly, which is a function of the
network. Let ℓði; jÞ be the length of the shortest path from i to j.
Define i's k-neighborhood in network gA, Nk

i ðgAÞ to be the set of all
j such that the shortest path from i to j is less than or equal to k.
2 The strategies of interest are symmetric in-group policing strategies with
finite, symmetric capitulation punishment that can support full efficiency in
sequential equilibrium. Symmetry in the strategies represents a group that has
coordinated on a shared norm of enforcement. Finite punishment strategies are
considered because real groups appear to use strategies like these when enforcing
cooperation (Fearon and Laitin, 1996) and because finite punishments destroy less
value out of equilibrium and so have desirable efficiency properties in an envir-
onment with errors or mistakes. Capitulation punishments, those that require an
offender to capitulate and play c while the punisher plays d, resemble real world
punishment schemes in which an offender can atone or pay a fine in exchange for
forgiveness, and are renegotiation proof (punishers like to punish). Symmetric
punishment means that the punishment warranted for an offense is invariant to
the identity of the offender. This property is essentially egalitarianism, that like
offenses are punished alike.

3 We could add to realism by further supposing that the offenders neither
participate in initially spreading nor passing on information about offenses they
committed. Adding the latter stipulation dramatically increases the amount of
notation that must be carried around to account for potential bottle-necks without
changing the character of the results.
That is,

Nk
i ðgAÞ ¼ fjAA : ℓði; jÞrk; ia jg:

The reach of messages is a function of the network structure and
the size of k-neighborhoods within the network.
7. Optimality of limited network knowledge

Given the bounds on α and β, the globally efficient outcome is
full cooperation. Any deviation destroys value, so although an
evolutionary process is not modeled here, group fitness would be
increasing in the number of cooperators in equilibrium. The con-
ditions under which σNWIGP supports full cooperation depends on
the network knowledge environment.

Define network knowledge environment PRECISE as that in
which all players perfectly know g– the set of nodes and all links
among them– and this knowledge is common knowledge. Then
we have the following conditions for full cooperation in equili-
brium, with the proof and a discussion of beliefs that extend the
behavior to sequential equilibrium in the appendix:

Proposition 1 (Perfect Network Knowledge). Under PRECISE, σNWIGP

is sequentially rational given r, T, and g iff

δT Z
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� � ð1Þ

and

δT Z
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �: ð2Þ

Now consider an information environment in which indivi-
duals have a much more limited view of their network. Define
network knowledge environment COARSE as that in which all
individuals know N, the set of nodes in the network, and the
average Tr-neighborhood in the network, 1

n

P
jAN#N

Tr
j ðgÞ. This

exhausts the information that each player possesses about the
network g, and this knowledge is common knowledge. Then we
have the following conditions under which σNWIGP supports full
cooperation in equilibrium, again with the proof and discussion of
consistent beliefs in the appendix:

Proposition 2 (Limited Network Knowledge). Under COARSE,
σNWIGP is sequentially rational given r, T, and g iff

δT Z
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� � ð3Þ

and

δT Z
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �: ð4Þ

Consider the comparison between the ease of supporting full
cooperation under precise and limited network knowledge. The
key result is as follows:

Proposition 3 (Cooperation Easier with Limited Network Knowl-
edge). Full cooperation can be enforced more easily under COARSE
than under PRECISE. Specifically, full cooperation can be supported by
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a lower minimum discount factor under limited network knowledge
than under perfect network knowledge.

The proof is in the appendix. The intuition for the difference is
as follows: some individuals on a network would be tempting
targets of defection, particularly those with the smallest Tr-
neighborhoods. These individuals would spread messages about
defections, but these messages have the narrowest reach. Conse-
quently, the expected punishment for defecting against these
individuals would be the weakest. When the precise network
structure is common knowledge, these individuals can be identi-
fied, and so the strong incentives to defect against them must be
countered.

When instead only a coarser view of the network structure is
common knowledge, the network may offer tempting opportu-
nities for defection, but they cannot be identified. If there is an
individual who has a very small Tr-neighborhood, that person
would be a tempting target if the precise network structure were
common knowledge. However, since all individuals know only the
mean and lack a more precise view of the structure, this oppor-
tunity remains concealed. So long as everyone knows that every-
one knows that the mean Tr-neighborhood size is all anyone
knows, full cooperation can be enforced.4 The same general result
holds under a variety of coarsenings, discussed in the appendix.

The extent to which enforcing cooperation is easier under
limited network knowledge depends on the difference between
the smallest Tr-neighborhood and the mean Tr-neighborhood– the
extent to which the most peripheral network position is
peripheral.
8. Conclusion

This paper accounts for the role that social networks play in
spreading gossip among strategic agents who use social sanc-
tioning to enforce cooperation in equilibrium. Doing so reveals
that the social network structure and individuals' knowledge of the
social network structure are strategically relevant and bear on a
group's ability to enforce cooperation. It also reveals that precise
knowledge of networks makes enforcing full cooperation harder,
often strictly harder, than when group members merely have
coarse representations of the networks in mind.

In an environment of multilevel selection (Pacheco et al., 2006;
Chalub et al., 2006), groups comprised of individuals who know
and recall their network with low precision would face a fitness
advantage. This would be especially valuable in cases of strong
selective pressure at the group level (Bowles, 2006, 2009), where
an ability to ensure the cooperation of all group members in tasks
like defense initiatives or emergency measures could mean the
difference between fending off an invasion or surviving an envir-
onmental disaster and the demise of the group. This suggests that
the regular finding that humans are quite poor at reproducing
their social networks with accuracy and use heuristics and highly
4 The network knowledge environments considered here assume that all
individuals have access to the same information: under PRECISE, all individuals
know the network precisely, and under COARSE, all individuals know the same
coarse measure of the network. It could be that individuals instead have hetero-
geneous knowledge of the network structure, some knowing the network more
precisely than others. The character of the results holds for heterogeneous states of
network knowledge: access to precise information reveal opportunities to defect
that may make defecting more profitable for those who know about them than it
would be if this information were concealed. Additionally, heterogeneous network
knowledge also opens the possibility of differential abilities to exploit others since
those with access to precise network knowledge would be able to exploit the
peripheral network positions in ways that those without access to this knowledge
could not, an intriguing subject of future research. Thanks to an anonymous
reviewer for this suggestion.
compressed representations to store their networks in memory
may be evolutionarily relevant.

The evolutionary relevance of network knowledge is hinted at
by a number of sources. Intuitively, knowledge of a network
structure helps an individual determine how to navigate the social
environment (Janicik and Larrick, 2005). Empirical evidence sug-
gests that knowing a network's structure can offer advantages to
individuals (Krackhardt, 1992; Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993;
Morris, 1997), and theoretical models suggest that knowing the
network structure allows social sanctioning that promotes group
cooperation (Larson, 2016). Moreover, there is a relationship
between physical properties of the brain and social networks in
general (Bickart et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2012; Sallet et al., 2011;
Zahn et al., 2007), between memory capacity and social network
size (Stiller and Dunbar, 2007), and these relationships hold for
online social networks as well (Kanai et al., 2011). Given that social
networks may be shaped by natural selection (Apicella et al., 2012)
and that knowledge of networks determines a social networks'
impact on group fitness, it is plausible that natural selection also
shapes the cognitive ability to store and recall networks.

That cognitive limits to knowing networks may be the product
of natural selection suggests an additional implication: when
individuals err in reproductions of their networks or of newly
presented networks, they should err in ways that make coopera-
tion more likely. Indeed, this appears to be the case. Individuals
are more likely to add new links than to forget existing links, and
the added links are those that alter the network structure in ways
that would reduce the strongest incentives to behave uncoopera-
tively (De Soto et al., 1968; Freeman, 1992).
Appendix A

A.1. Elaboration of strategies

Call Mi;t the set of individuals about whom i has received
messages by the start of time t about rounds that have occurred
since t�T . Then we can define an in-group policing strategy
profile σNWIGP on a network that maps Mi;t-fc; dg:

All players play c in the first round. Subsequently, all players i in
round t play c if matched with j=2Mi;t and d if matched with jAMi;t .
When player j plays player i and jAMi;t but i=2Mj;t , (i knows j
deserves punishment but not vice versa), j plays c while i plays d.
When j plays i and jAMi;t and iAMj;t (both know each other
deserves punishment), both play d.

Define the messages as follows: when i deviates from σNWIGP in
a round with in-group member j, j sends a message mj;i;t ¼ fi; tg to
himself and his neighbors which spreads through the network g at
rate r.

This strategy profile is analogous to behavioral strategies that
instruct players to cooperate with those with a “good” reputation
and defect against those with a “bad” reputation combined with
higher-order assessments that those who comply with this rule
maintain good standing and those who do not enter bad standing
(Ohtsuki and Iwasa, 2007).

Here players use gossip sent to them in the form of messages
from victims of misbehavior to determine standing. Mi;t is the set
of players known to i to be in bad standing at the start of period t.
N⧹Mi;t is then the set of players thought to i to be in good standing
at the start of period t. Note that N⧹Mi;t may contain someone who
in fact misbehaved, but i simply has not heard gossip about this by
the beginning of t and so regards that player to be in good
standing. In this sense, a strategy that has i only punish those in
Mi;t is “generous” (Scheuring, 2010). The conditions below ensure
that rational agents playing this generous strategy are still incen-
tivized to refrain from misbehaving.
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All players are instructed to play c in the first round. Any time a
player i plays someone in N⧹Mi;t (about whom he has heard
nothing bad), he is instructed to play c. Any time he plays someone
in Mi;t , he is instructed to play d. When a player has misbehaved,
he is to play c for the next T rounds, unless he plays someone in
Mi;t , in which case he plays d. During these T rounds, anyone who
has received gossip about his misbehavior is to play d against him.

Informally, a player i identifies misbehavior as any defection
against him or resistance of punishment by him while i is in good
standing. More precisely, a player i identifies misbehavior com-
mitted against him as the following: anyone playing d against him
when i has not misbehaved – that is, when i has not played d
against anyone in N⧹Mi;t – in the last T rounds. This is true for
anyone playing d against him, both in the case that it is played by
someone in N⧹Mi;t , and in the case that it is played by someone in
Mi;t – someone resisting punishment. Any d played against i when
i has misbehaved– has played d against at least one person in N⧹
Mi;t – in the last T rounds is not misbehavior. When i experiences
misbehavior by opponent j, he sends a message saying so – who
misbehaved and when – to his network neighbors which spreads
as gossip through the network.

Key to the success of these strategies is that a player i can
always identify misbehavior committed against himself. If he has
misbehaved in the last T rounds, no action against him counts as
misbehavior. If he has not misbehaved in the last T rounds, any d
played against him counts as misbehavior. While i cannot be sure
that, given that he misbehaved, any particular player playing d
against him actually knew this, the conditions below ensure that
this ambiguity does not have consequences for cooperation
(essentially because no one would have the right information to
exploit this).

Consequently, here cooperation can be supported even when
different individuals have different access to gossip and hold dif-
ferent assessments of the same individuals. The conditions in
Propositions 1 and 2 ensure that nonetheless, full cooperation can
be supported in sequential equilibrium.

A.2. Proof of Proposition 1
5 Strictly speaking, the condition as written holds for tdZ2, and should be
written without the first sum for td ¼ 1.
Proof. Let Ct be the set of players in N who would incur no pun-
ishment according to σNWIGP in t if the network were complete,
and Ct be the set of players in N who would incur punishment in t
according to σNWIGP if the network were complete. Hence Ct are the
“cooperators” in t, Ct are the “defectors” in t, Ct [ Ct ¼N and
#ðCt [ CtÞ ¼ n.

If network g is incomplete, a player iAN may be unaware of at
least one defection for at least some of the time. Let Ci;t be the set
of players that i does not know to be defectors at time t, and Ci;t be
the set of players that i knows to be defectors at time t. Clearly
Ci;tDCt and once again Ci;t [ Ci;t ¼N.

Let Ki;j;t;l be the set of players who have received a message
about i's round with j that occurred in period t by period tþ l. Let
K i;j;t;l be the set of players in i's group that do not know about his
round with j that occurred in t by period tþ l. For iAN, Ki;j;t;l [
K i;j;t;l ¼N for any j.

If player k does not know about any of player i's defections,
then we can say that to player k, i is an unknown defector (which
is to say that k treats i as if he were a cooperator).

In the strategy profile σNWIGP, there are 6 possible ways to
deviate from the strategy and “defect.” A player i can defect while
he is a cooperator by playing d against a cooperator/unknown
defector (c1), or playing c against a known defector (c2). A player i
can defect when he is a defector by playing d against a cooperator/
unknown defector when i is unknown (d1), playing d against a
cooperator/unknown defector when i is known (d2), playing c
against a defector when i is unknown (d3), or playing c against a
defector when i is known (d4).

To establish sequential rationality, I will show that for any
history and at any information set, a player prefers to comply with
σNWIGP given the conditions above.

First consider a player i who has defected most recently in t�td

and is contemplating defecting against opponent j whom i does
not know to be a defector in period t. In other words, i is con-
sidering defecting via (d1). A defection in t would result in pun-
ishment until tþT. He, being a defector, already expected pun-
ishment until tþT�td. Cooperating in t is preferred iff

α�1r
XT�1

l ¼ T� td þ1

δl
#ðC⋆

i;tþ l \ Ki;j;t;lÞ
n�1

ð1þβÞþ#ðC⋆
i;tþ l \ Ki;j;t;lÞ
n�1

α

" #

þδT
#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
ð1þβÞþ#ðC i;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
α

" #

for any jAN where C⋆
i;tþ l is the set of cooperators that i believes he

will know about in period tþ l.5 This condition is hardest to satisfy
in the set of histories in which i's defection was in the previous
period, i.e. where td ¼ 1. The condition then becomes

α�1rδT
#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
ð1þβÞþ#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
α

" #

for any jAN. In tþT , Ci;tþT ¼ A⧹i and C i;tþT ¼∅ so the condition
reduces to:

α�1

δT
r min

#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
ð1þβÞ;#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
α

� �
ð5Þ

for any jAN.
To safeguard against (c1) defections, note that expected pun-

ishment from defecting via (c1) is the same as the expected
punishment from defecting via (d1) when td ¼ Tp, i.e. when the
most recent defection was far enough in the past. The above makes
clear that condition (7) is sufficient to prevent defections via (c1).

Defections via (d2) incur the same expected punishment but
gain β from playing d rather than c against an opponent's d. The
condition is then

β

δT
rmin

#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
ð1þβÞ; #Ki;j;t;T

n�1
α

� �
ð6Þ

for any jAN.
Deviations according to (c2), (d3) and (d4) are trivially not

preferred. Deviating according to (c2) and (d3) would entail
foregoing the gains from issuing punishment and in doing so, earn
punishment in return. Deviating according to (d4) would entail
foregoing the chance to not incur a loss during punishment and
earning punishment as a consequence.

Given the way information spreads along g, #Ki;j;t;T ¼ #NTr
j ðgÞ.

Hence if conditions (7) and (8) are satisfied for all players, no
player has an incentive to deviate in any history given any beliefs
and so σNWIGP is sequentially rational. Since the binding conditions
for sequential rationality are independent of beliefs, any consistent
beliefs trivially extend the behavior to sequential equilibrium.□

A.3. Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. The proof is nearly identical under limited network infor-
mation to the proof under perfect network information. The only
difference is that individuals do not know #Ki;j;t;l with precision.
Instead, they hold beliefs over the number of others in this set for
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loT , and the know the expected number in this set for l¼T. As in
the above proof, any consistent beliefs will do because the binding
case will again be independent of beliefs.

Use the same notation as above, and define the analogous term
K⋆
i;j;t;l to be i's beliefs about who will know about an interaction

with j in t by tþ l.
Once again to establish sequential rationality, I will show that

for any history and at any information set, a player prefers to
comply with σNWIGP given the conditions above.

First consider a player i who has defected most recently in t�td

and is contemplating defecting against opponent j whom i does
not know to be a defector in period t. In other words, i is con-
sidering defecting via (d1). A defection in t would result in pun-
ishment until tþT . He, being a defector, already expected pun-
ishment until tþT�td. Cooperating in t is preferred iff

α�1r
XT�1

l ¼ T� td þ1

δl
#ðC⋆

i;tþ l \ K⋆
i;j;t;lÞ

n�1
ð1þβÞþ#ðC⋆

i;tþ l \ K⋆
i;j;t;lÞ

n�1
α

" #

þδT
AVG#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
ð1þβÞþAVG#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
α

" #

for any jAN where C⋆
i;tþ l is the set of cooperators that i believes he

will know about in period tþ l.6 This condition is hardest to satisfy
in the set of histories in which i's defection was in the previous
period, i.e. where td ¼ 1. The condition then becomes

α�1rδT
AVG#ðCi;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
ð1þβÞþAVG#ðC i;tþT \ Ki;j;t;T Þ

n�1
α

" #

for any jAN. In tþT , Ci;tþT ¼ A⧹i and Ci;tþT ¼∅ so the condition
reduces to:

α�1

δT
rmin

AVG#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
ð1þβÞ; AVG#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
α

� �
ð7Þ

for any jAN.
To safeguard against (c1) defections, note that expected pun-

ishment from defecting via (c1) is the same as the expected
punishment from defecting via (d1) when td ¼ Tp, i.e. when the
most recent defection was far enough in the past. The above makes
clear that condition (7) is sufficient to prevent defections via (c1).

Defections via (d2) incur the same expected punishment but
gain β from playing d rather than c against an opponent's d. The
condition is then

β

δT
rmin

AVG#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
ð1þβÞ; AVG#Ki;j;t;T

n�1
α

� �
ð8Þ

for any jAN.
Deviations according to (c2), (d3) and (d4) are trivially not

preferred. Deviating according to (c2) and (d3) would entail
foregoing the gains from issuing punishment and in doing so, earn
punishment in return. Deviating according to (d4) would entail
foregoing the chance to not incur a loss during punishment and
earning punishment as a consequence.

Given the way information spreads along g, AVG#Ki;j;t;T

¼ 1
n

P
j#N

Tr
j ðgÞ. Hence if conditions (7) and (8) are satisfied for all

players, no player has an incentive to deviate in any history given
any beliefs and so σNWIGP is sequentially rational. Since the binding
conditions for sequential rationality are independent of beliefs,
any consistent beliefs trivially extend the behavior to sequential
equilibrium. □
6 Strictly speaking, the condition as written holds for tdZ2, and should be
written without the first sum for td ¼ 1.
A.4. Proof of Proposition 3

Enforcing full cooperation is supported by a lower minimum
value of the discount factor δ under limited network knowledge
than under compete network knowledge.

Proof. σNWIGP is sequentially rational under network knowledge
environment PRECISE given r, T, and g iff

δT Z
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� � ð9Þ

and

δT Z
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �: ð10Þ

σ NWIGP is sequentially rational under network knowledge
environment COARSE given r, T, and g iff

δT Z
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� � ð11Þ

and

δT Z
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �: ð12Þ

Restating the above conditions, the minimum discount factor
that could support full cooperation under PRECISE is

δprecisemin ¼ max
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �; βðn�1Þ
ð1þβÞ minj #NTr

j ðgÞ
n o� �

8<
:

9=
;

2
4

3
5

1
T

and under COARSE is

δlimitedmin ¼ max
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �; βðn�1Þ
ð1þβÞ 1

n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �
8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

2
664

3
775

1
T

:

For given α, β, g, r and T, if the left term is the maximum under
precise network knowledge, the left term is the maximum under
limited network knowledge, and vice versa. Since

min
j

#NTr
j ðgÞ

n o
r1

n

X
jAN

#NTr
j ðgÞ;

ðα�1Þðn�1Þ
ð1þβÞ minj #NTr

j ðgÞ
n o� �Z ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �

⟺
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �
2
4

3
5

1
T

Z
ðα�1Þðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �
2
664

3
775

1
T

which, if the left terms are the maximum, implies that

δpreciseminZδlimitedmin:

Likewise,

min
j

#NTr
j ðgÞ

n o
r1

n

X
jAN

#NTr
j ðgÞ

⟺
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �Z βðn�1Þ
ð1þβÞ 1

n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �



7 This requires a condition on the presence of cycles in a network to ensure
that for every possible false message, at least one person would receive both the
false message and a conflicting message.
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⟺
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o� �
2
4

3
5

1
T

Z
βðn�1Þ

ð1þβÞ 1
n
P

jAN#N
Tr
j ðgÞ

� �
2
664

3
775

1
T

which, if the right terms are the maximum, implies that

δpreciseminZδlimitedmin:□

The difference between δprecisemin and δlimitedmin is increasing in
the difference between minj #NTr

j ðgÞ
n o

and 1
n

P
jAN#N

Tr
j ðgÞ.

δprecisemin ¼ δlimitedmin only when minj #NTr
j ðgÞ

n o
¼ 1

n

P
jAN#N

Tr
j ðgÞ.

This is only the case when either the network is a very rare Tr�
regular graph, or when Tr4diamðgÞ. Otherwise, δprecisemin4
δlimitedmin and so full cooperation is strictly easier to enforce under
limited network information. Any true coarsening that conceals
the identity of the most tempting victim has the same
consequence.

A.5. False gossip

A widely recognized drawback of punishing in response to
gossip is the potential that the gossip contains false information.
This concern arises in models in which myopic agents respond
automatically to gossip they receive (Nakamaru and Kawata, 2004;
Nowak and Sigmund, 2005; Ohtsuki et al., 2009; Nakamura and
Masuda, 2011) and is supported by experimental evidence which
shows that subjects respond to gossip even when they also possess
verifiable information (Sommerfeld et al., 2007). The worry is that
individuals could manipulate others through false gossip to the
advantage of themselves, the disadvantage of others, and this
gossip could lead to the unraveling of cooperation and the evo-
lutionary success of uncooperative and or deceitful traits (though
in some cases the presence of false gossip does not have pernicious
consequences for cooperation in these models (Ghang and Nowak,
2015).)

A model of strategic agents allows identification of the precise
incentives to manipulate others with false gossip, and also reveals
options for incentivizing truth-telling in equilibrium.

The conditions above ensure the successful enforcement of full
cooperation in sequential equilibrium, assuming that gossip, spe-
cifically the messages sent from victims of misbehavior to their
neighbors in network g, is truthful. If instead this assumption was
relaxed so that the players were allowed to strategically choose
the content of their messages, a related set of strategies could
enforce both full cooperation and truth-telling in equilibrium
(related to a nested model to do so among non-strategic agents in
Scheuring (2010)).

Relaxing the truth-telling assumption would admit two ways to
issue false gossip: (1) falsely claim to have been the victim of a
defection, or (2) withhold gossip when victimized by a defection.
When strategic agents choose their actions, as they do in the above
model, as well as the content of the gossip about their actions,
which by assumption they do not do in the above model, manip-
ulative lying is possible. However, only some instances of it would
be profitable.

Lying via option (2) would not be individually profitable.
Withholding information that an opponent j defected offers no
gain to victim i. Spreading this gossip allows future punishment of
j, withholding it prevents future punishment of j; preventing
punishment of j offers no payoff gain to i.

Consider lies via option (1). These could only be profitable if the
lies allow the liar to defect on the subject of the lies in the future
with reduced punishment. Consider an example: i falsely claims
that j defected. This has two consequences. One, those who act on
the false message and randomly encounter j punish j; this is
payoff-irrelevant to i. Two, if i then encounters j and defects on j,
the lie would affect i's payoff if someone who would have pun-
ished i for this defection in response to j's message instead
believes the action to have been punishment for j's supposed
earlier defection and refrains from punishing i. If the set of indi-
viduals who refrain from punishing i is large enough, i could find
lying profitable, and could prefer to behave uncooperatively.

The size of this set, and so the incentives i faces to lie, depends
on i's network position (which affects how widely i's lie spreads),
j's network position (which affects how widely j's message that i
defected spreads), and what players who receive conflicting
information do in response. Any player who receives both iaposs
lie and j's later message that i defected can detect a conflict – if i
was telling the truth, j's message cannot be correct; if j was telling
the truth, i's message cannot have been correct.

In order to incentivize i to tell the truth, it must be that his
expected gain from lying does not exceed the expected cost. For
some parameter values, the chance of being able to defect against
the subject of a lie in the near future and suffer sufficiently
reduced consequences for it is too remote for the lie to be profit-
able, so i is automatically incentivized to tell the truth. If lying is
tempting enough, though, one way to ensure truth-telling is to
have players play strategies that respond negatively to the pre-
sence of conflicting information (which is consistent with
observed human reactions to false gossipers (Kroupa, 2014). For
instance, upon receiving conflicting information regarding players
i and j, players could switch to a grim strategy of always play d.7 So
long as this will result in a prospective liar suffering enough in
expectation from the unraveling of cooperation he would trigger
with his lie relative to his expected gain from lying in the first
place, cooperation and truth-telling could be supported in equili-
brium and the results about network structure and knowledge
would continue to hold.

This mechanism for incentivizing truth-telling nests the coop-
eration game within a truth-telling game. Of course real human
agents may use a variety of methods in addition to or instead of
socially sanctioning liars to deal with the risks of false gossip.
Experimental studies show that individuals feel naturally com-
pelled to share information about misbehavior with others (Fein-
berg et al., 2012), which may counteract an inclination to construct
lies. Experiments also show that a greater volume of gossip may
attenuate the negative affects of false gossip (Sommerfeld et al.,
2008). Moreover, individuals may have developed psychological
adaptations early on to suss out the veracity of gossip (Hess and
Hagen, 2006). Whatever exact method they use to deal with liars,
human groups can sustain cooperation with gossip that spreads
through social networks.
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